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REMARKS
This is the first time I am going with the school for a trip.The trekking and
CamHARATping was amazing.The experience was wonderful.The people over here
are so‐cooperative.The food area everything was good.I made many friends as my
best friend.
This was an amazing experience which I had for these 5days.
All the activities like Trekking,rivercrossing,rapling were an
amazing experience.The accommodation of this trip was just
spectacular.Look forward to visit the Hotel situated in the lap
of nature again.
This was an amazing trip where we carried an activities.Never attempted before all
turned out to be memorable.The scenery around the camp was just spectacular.
The memories of this trip will be edged in my mind for alongtime.The experience
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gained is imaginable.The faculty provided us with everything we needed and listen
interly to our feed backs.I would definitely want to visit again.
This is my first experience to very northern side of India.Its been truly fantastic and
very well organized as well.The water was bit to cold and the insects were to many
to even count of but other than that everythings was awesome.It was es and will be
an experience to remember.
Amazing experience.Truly enjoyed it.Very well organized
This trip to Himachal Pradesh was very first one and a truly amazing one.
This was the first time I I visited the Northern side and it was well organized and
very good people here.
Very well enjoyed. Had avery good experience.
A very good experience. Had a great time.
Very good experience. Had a great time all through the trip.
Obviously it was an amazing trip loved it.Thannks for the good experience.AS700
Amazing experience and had an awesome time DA00777!!!!
All had an amazing experience,enjoyed every movement.
Everythings was amazing
Amazing trip.had a lot of fun and got lot of experience.
Ammuazingtrip!and fantastic experience.No words to express the feelings gained by
looking over the valley,kudo to krishan.
This was first time I have travel to India with the school.Amazing experience and
loving nature.Hope to visit Goharagain.wepearned real skills like
raplingg,,rockclimbing,net crossing etc.we will miss these a lot.
Had alife time experience.doing trekking bonfire and camping had amazing time
here.
The camp was amazing it was just dado7.i had an amazing time.
DADOH7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! .It was fun Especially when Krishanalan drove the car
very fast.Hope to come again here.
It was an amazing experience trip.Truly enjoyed it to the max.The food was
great.Hope to come bach here again.
Great experience.the staff and guides were great.and made us confortable.gohar is
great place wish to come again.
THANK YOU !!!!!!
The camp was amazing enjoyed a lot.Insects were a apin.DADO77..1

